The new public library in Eastham has opened to gasps of wonder and huge applause. It is stunning.

It will be a center for the Cape Cod community, including the artists and art lovers of Cape Cod. We are inviting all Cape Cod artists to consider mounting an exhibit at the library.

There are four public galleries for special exhibits:

**VIS Room:** This room is appropriate for small works and includes 10 small spaces above the bookcase and backed with white beadboard with a height of 40” and a width between 24” and 48”

**The Red Gallery:** This hallway, leading to the VIS room and the large conference room, includes three walls all 8’ tall. The Red wall is 36’ long (288sq’); one neutral wall is 15’ long (120 sq’) and a second neutral wall is 12’ long (96sq’).

**The Gregory S. Turner Gallery:** This is a large room appropriate for very large works. The hanging rails are 9’ tall and there are two walls for hanging. One wall is 20’ long with the shorter, 18’ wall only available when the hanging movie screen is not in use.

**The reading Garden/ Outdoor Sculpture Gallery:** This sheltered seating area includes artful plantings and benches and is visible through glass walls from the lobby. It is suitable for both very large and smaller sculptures.

Applications can be found on the library website [www.easthamlibrary.org](http://www.easthamlibrary.org). Applications are reviewed regularly by the library art committee which can also be reached by contacting their chairperson, Norma Marcellino, email: nmarcellin@aol.com or Willow Shire, email: wbshire@gmail.com.